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DURHAM UNIVERSITY 

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGIC PLANNING GROUP 

A meeting of the ESSPG was held on Monday 2nd December 2019. 

MINUTES 

Attendees:   

Dave Harper (Chair), Simon Park, Ninette Harris, Mick Corner, Michael Harkness, Jayne 
Dixon, Rachael Devlin, Robert Song, Joe Elliott, Philip Atkinson, Jennie Brownlow, Nicky 
Tonner, Steve Willis, Abigail Blenkinsopp (notes) 

Apologies: David Loudon, Jane Robson, Yvonne Flynn, Jon Gluyas, Richard Thompson, 
Jess Dunning, Alister Robson  

1. WELCOME 

DH thanked all for attending and introductions were given around the room. 
 
2. MINUTES 

The minutes from the meeting held 23rd May 2019 were discussed and minor 
amendments have been made.  
 
3. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 

Please refer to the Action Table for the meeting held on 2nd December 2019. 

Actions 2018/82, 2018/89 and 2018/99 were removed from the actions list.  

2018/84 was also removed from the actions list. Nicky Tonner is now the representative 
for Queens Campus and Richard Thompson will represent the Faculty of Social Sciences 
and Health.  
 
In regards to 2018/89, Ricky Cohen had confirmed that grease traps are now in all 
colleges. 
 
4. CHAIRMAN’S BUSINESS 
DH explained the purpose of the meeting to the group and introduced new members. DH 
commended YF for keeping the ESSPG running while there were multiple vacant 
positions in the Energy and Sustainability Team.  
 
The whole of the Energy and Sustainability Team were also thanked for their hard work.  
5. MEMBERSHIP & REMIT 
DH highlighted the promotion of SP from Sustainability Manager (Waste and 
Environmental Compliance) to Senior Energy and Sustainability Manager. 
 
6. TACKLING CLIMATE CHANGE AT DURHAM 

Document 5 was discussed and the group agreed that the best way to address the points 
made within the document would be to produce a report to present their proposals and 
have them reviewed by UEC.  
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SP informed the group that he, JR and DL will be meeting with AV in January to discuss 
the ECO DU Manifesto points, which includes issues ranging from carbon neutrality to the 
Environmental Action Plan 

The group identified that one of the main issues is the communication once an 
improvement has been made. DH added that he and Linda Joyce had met with a group of 
students to present the Single Use Plastic project. The students were impressed and 
wished they had known sooner. The group agreed that visibility of the groups’ plans 
should be improved. DH advised the group that more Dialogue items, Did You Know 
screens and Message Of The Days could be used to relay information.  

RD explained that point 10 is already being done so this should be communicated to Staff 
and Students. RD to arrange to meet with SP and a representative from catering to 
discuss. Action: RD  
7. ECO CAMPUS & ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE 
SP had created a GAP analysis based on the review from People & Planet Green League. 
He presented this to the group and each section was discussed to identify where and how 
the University can improve.  
 
SP explained that if all improvements were made, the University would be able to improve 
its position in the rankings from 96th to top 30. 
8. GREENSPACE BRANDING REVIEW  
The Group agreed to keep the Greenspace name, but will look at all other aspects of the 
branding.  
 
RS and SP stated that the icons on the webpage need to be simplified. RD suggested a 
student competition to get students involved and to receive their ideas for new icons. SP 
also pointed out that it would be useful if the layout of the webpage fit to a mobile phone 
screen.  
 
SP confirmed that he will complete the submission to Marcomms for February/March 
2020.  Action: SP 
9. GREENSPACE UPDATE 
DH referred the Group to Document 6, Greenspace Update which was sent prior to the 
meeting. 
 
He asked the group to circulate any reports or updates to the rest of the group via email. 
10. UPDATE ON DEVELOPMENTS 
a) Environmental Sustainability Vision, Policy and Strategy  
The group agreed that it would be beneficial to have to have separate meetings to review 
each area of the Action Plan, i.e. Biodiversity or Sustainable Travel. A meeting will then be 
held after this to discuss and confirm the proposals. SP will contact members individually 
to arrange a meeting. Action: SP 
b) Carbon Management Plan 
JG was not in attendance so no updates were given. 
c) Energy Conservation  
Update provided in pre meeting notes.  
d)  Waste Management  
Update provided in pre meeting notes.   
e)  Sustainable Travel Plan  
DH stated that the VC has asked for another version of this in January.  
f) Biodiversity 
No updates were given. 
g) Procurement  
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RD informed the group that food deliveries from BID Food and Taylor Food have been 
reduced from 6 per week to 3 which has reduced the University food miles.   
h) Catering 
PA informed the group that students living out of colleges are now offered the college food 
at the end of the service in exchange for a charity donation. PA stated that this is currently 
with legal to see if it can be continued into other colleges and he will inform the group 
once confirmed. So far it is working well to reduce the amount of food waste.   
 
MC asked about the wastage of sandwiches in retail areas. JB confirmed that spare 
sandwiches from the Mountjoy Café are transferred to places like the Calman Learning 
Centre and the Bill Bryson Library which are open later. MC also queried where the 
sandwiches are made. JB confirmed they are made in Bradford. RD explained this 
contract was awarded via a formal procurement exercise, which limited the number of 
local companies who tendered. 
i) CIS 
No attendee from CIS so no updates were given. 
9. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 

a) Beef Ban Campaign 
JB explained that she and Linda Joyce had met with a student group who wish to ban all 
red meat in all areas. They advised the students that reductions had already been made 
whereby red meat is only served once a week and there has been an increase in beans, 
pulses and fish. JB added that there has been a 50% reduction in the amount of red meat 
served but students weren’t aware of this due to the lack of communications. The group of 
students led with a survey and the results came back to say approximately 400 students 
agreed with the ban.  
b) Review & update of current policies  
DH advised that this will be reviewed in the next meeting.  
c)  The Impact Assessment Survey  
SP is completing a submission for the Times Higher Education Impact Assessment, which 
is organised around the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). SP commented this 
exercise has highlighted a number of policy gaps, which need to be addressed. 
d) Carbon/Sustainability Reporting 
JG was not in attendance so no updates were given. 
10. FUTURE MEETINGS 

The group agreed that future meetings should be held termly and should be in diaries as 
far in advance as possible.  
 
DH thanked the group for attending and for their contribution.  

 


